Introduction
Apical membrane antigen 1 (AMA-1) is a trans-membrane protein common to all 32 Plasmodium species with a putative role in invasion at erythrocytic and pre-33 erythrocytic stages of the parasite life-cycle. Antibodies to AMA-1 appear to inhibit 34 erythrocyte invasion and are thus thought to play a role in clinical protection against 35 both P. falciparum [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and P. vivax [8] . Cellular responses to AMA-1 may provide 36 immunity against both erythrocytic [9] and pre-erythrocytic forms of P. falciparum 37 [10]. The potential of AMA-1 as a component of a multi-stage malaria vaccine is 38 compromised by the polymorphism of many of the targets of natural immunity [11, 12] The extracellular region of AMA-1 can be structurally resolved into three domains: 45 DI, DII and DIII. The highest level of polymorphism is seen among residues in DI 46 and DII surrounding a conserved hydrophobic trough [17, 18] which plays a vital role 47 in the invasion process [19] [20] [21] . Antibodies against this region have been shown to 48 block invasion in a strain-specific manner; however, it is also clear that these 49 antibodies constitute only a small proportion of the total inhibitory humoral response 50 [12, 22, 23] . PfAMA1 also contains a number of less variable residues across the three 51 domains, and our aim was to identify which of these were also located within epitopes 52 eliciting protective immune responses. 53 54 We attempted to identify these additional epitopes under strong immune selection by 55 using a novel approach based on the predictions of a multilocus mathematical model 56 of pathogen evolution [24] [25] [26] . The central premise is that regions or epitopes under 57 strong immune selection will self-organise into non-overlapping combinations of 58 variants [24] [25] [26] and supported by empirical observations within a variety of host-59 pathogen systems [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . We inverted this result to search for signatures of immune 60 selection among polymorphic loci by identifying those pairs which exhibit a high 61 degree of 'non-overlap' but excluding those that may have arisen as a consequence of 62 shared ancestry or due to structural interactions. Using this "reverse immunodynamic" 63 method, we found strong signatures of immune selection among a small number of 64 dimorphic residues in Domain III of PfAMA-1, suggesting that epitopes containing 65 these residues are targets of protective immunity.
67

Results
68
A limited number of site-pairs exhibit high non-overlap 69 We implemented the reverse immunodynamic method by performing pairwise 70 comparisons of all dimorphic sites among 1198 unique PfAMA-1 sequences obtained 71 from GenBank, to determine whether any of these pairs exhibited non-overlapping 72 associations between amino acid residues. We used an Information Theory statistic 73 known as Mutual Information (MI), scaled to its maximum value, to measure the The group of sites which scored most highly on the conservative test (described above) 126 comprised 496, 503 and 512. However, mapping these onto the tertiary structure of found that antibody responses against recombinant full-length ectodomains were more 191 strongly associated with protection than responses to those which did not express DIII, The analysis was restricted to sequences between 400 and 622 amino acids in length.
267
The lower limit aims to ensure that all the polymorphic regions across the three Measuring non-overlap among dimorphic sites 274 A frequency analysis of all residues within the three domains was used to identify any 275 polymorphic sites. Only variants with a frequency exceeding 2.5% were included in 276 the subsequent analysis. This identified 44 dimorphic sites ( Figure S1 ). We searched 277 for signatures of immune selection by analysing the mutual information (MI) scores 278 of all pairs of sites (Table S1 ).
280
Geographic sub-analysis 281 We repeated the calculation of MI for all isolates whose country of origin could be 282 identified (either from the Entrez database or with reference to published papers).
284
Phylogenetic analysis 285 We first truncated our protein alignment to the region where we had >99% coverage 286 [namely, from residue 149 to residue 534]. This alignment was then used to construct 287 a Maximum Likelihood Tree in Mega6 under the JTT model (with also: 4 discrete 288 categories of gamma-distributed rates among sites; the nearest-neighbour-interchange 289 heuristic; and a very strong branch swap filter) and this tree was used to calculate the 290 maximum parsimony score (PS) for each dimorphic site ( Figure S2 ; Table S1 ). We 291 defined a new statistic S as the product of the MI and the geometric mean of the PS 292 for each site (Table S2 ). We used Seq-Gen to simulate 1000 sets of protein sequences 293 with the same phylogenetic characteristics, restricting variation at each of the sites to 294 two amino acids. We were able to establish that the pairs of interest (see Table 1 ) lay 295 significantly outside the distribution of the identically ranked (by S-score) sites from 296 each simulation ( Figure S3 ). 
